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Abstract� In this paper we prove that the plurality rule
and the run�o� procedure are asymptotically strategy�
proof for any number of alternatives and that the ratio
of the number of all manipulable pro�les upon the to�
tal number of pro�les in both cases is it the order of
O ���

p
n��

�� Introduction

The well�known impossibility theorem of Gibbard and Satterthwaite states
that every non�dictatorial social choice function is manipulable 	
� �� �� This
result is also valid for social choice rules� i�e�� for those social choice func�
tions for which the choice set is not necessary singleton�valued �see 	�� and
the literature there�� Therefore we have to accept a certain degree of ma�
nipulability while trying to minimize it as much as possible� In this respect�
the social choice rules for which the probability of possibility to manipulate
tends to zero as the number of agents grows� are especially attractive and
must be used each time when the number of agents is large� We call such
rules asymptotically non�manipulable or asymptotically strategy�proof�

Since all non�dictatorial social choice rules are manipulable� it would be
useful to know which social choice rules are manipulable to a lesser extent�
To this end� an experimental approach to the study of the degree of manip�
ulability of social choice rules was initiated in 	�� and continued in 	��� where
� di�erent rules were investigated by means of computer experiments� An�
other approach for evaluating the degree of manipulability is theoretical� The

�



author in 	�� proved the asymptotic strategy�proofness of the plurality rule
�m � 
� � alternatives� and the run�o� procedure �m � 
 alternatives� and
proved the asymptotic strategy�proofness of the majoritarian compromise
	���� In all cases the asymptotics for the ratio of the number of manipulable
pro�les upon the total number of pro�les appeared to be O ���

p
n��

These results� together with the results of the aforementioned experi�
ments give hope that all �natural� rules are asymptotically strategy�proof�
where the appropriate content for the concept of being �natural� is yet to be
de�ned� The same speed of convergence to zero of the probability to obtain
a manipulable pro�le for all these rules is a rather convincing evidence that
there must be a common reason for them to be asymptotically strategy�proof�
Our results in this paper also support this vaguely stated conjecture�

The concept of asymptotic strategy�proofness stipulates that� as the num�
ber of agents goes to in�nity� then� with probability approaching �� no one
agent can gain an advantage by misrepresenting her true preferences� The
stronger condition� that we are going to introduce� stipulates that� as the
number of agents goes to in�nity� then� with probability approaching �� a
pro�le� chosen at random� will be stable in the sense that no one agent can
change the result of elections at all� neither to her advantage nor to her
disadvantage� We call such rules asymptotically fool�proof� A fool�proof so�
cial choice rule is not a�ected by a random mistake that an agent might do
casting her ballot�

In this paper we prove that the plurality rule and the run�o� procedure are
asymptotically fool�proof for any number of alternatives and that the ratio
of the number of all manipulable pro�les upon the total number of pro�les
in both cases is in the order of O ���

p
n�� For the plurality this asymptotics

is exact�
It should be noted that manipulability by coalitions of voters is a separate

problem �see� for example 	���� and we do not touch it in this paper�

�� Basic Concepts

Let IN stand for the set of all positive integers and let Im � f�� �� � � � � mg�
The elements of Im are called alternatives� Let N be a �nite society of n
agents confronted with the choice among these alternatives� By L�Im� we
denote the set of all linear orders on Im� they represent the preferences of
agents over Im� If Ri � L�Im� represents the preferences of the i�th agent�
then by aRib� where a� b � Im� we denote that this agent prefers a to b� The
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elements of the cartesian product

L�Im�n � L�Im�� � � �� L�Im� �n times�

are called n�pro�les or simply pro�les� They represent the collection of pref�
erences of all agents in N �

A family of correspondences F � fFng� n � IN�

Fn�L�Im�n � P�Im��

where P�Im� is the power set of Im� we will call a social choice rule� Normally
it is assumed that F represents a certain algorithm which� on accepting a
positive integer n and an n�pro�le R � L�Im�n� outputs a subset Fn�R� of Im�

In this paper� �rst� we deal with the plurality rule� which� in our under�
standing� on accepting n � IN and an n�pro�le R� outputs the set of those
alternatives which received a maximal number of agents� �rst preferences�
The number of �rst preferences that an alternative a � Im received will be
called the score of this alternative and will be denoted by score�a�� Thus� in
this terminology we may say that the plurality winners are the alternatives
with the maximal score�

De�nition � Let R � �R�� � � � � Rn� be a pro�le� We say that the pro�le

R is manipulable if there exists a linear order R
�

i such that for a pro�le

R
�

� �R�� � � � � R
�

i� � � � � Rn�� where R
�

i replaces Ri� we have one of the two

possibilities�

�� For some a � Fn�R
�

� it is true that aRib for all b � Fn�R��

�� The best element of F �R
�

� relative to Ri is the same as the best element

of Fn�R� relative to Ri but Fn�R
�

� is strictly contained in Fn�R��

The rational behind such de�nition is as follows� Suppose that the alter�
natives chosen� if we have more than one of them� will further participate
in a lottery with equal chances to win� Then every outcome can be viewed
as a probability vector� Introducing lexicographic ordering on probability
vectors� we assume that an agent will prefer one outcome to another if the
probability vector of the �rst outcome is lexicographically earlier than that
of the second� This de�nition was implicitely suggested in 	
��






De�nition � Let R � �R�� � � � � Rn� be a pro�le� We say that the pro�le

R is unstable if there exists a linear order R
�

i such that for a pro�le R
�

�
�R�� � � � � R

�

i� � � � � Rn�� where R
�

i replaces Ri� we have Fn�R
�

� �� Fn�R��

Clearly every manipulable pro�le is unstable but the reverse is not always
true�

The Kelly�s index of manipulability of F � as suggested in 	��� is

KF �n�m� �
dF �n�m�

�m��n
� ���

where dF �n�m� is the total number of all manipulable pro�les� Let us also
de�ne the index of instability of F by the formula

LF �n�m� �
eF �n�m�

�m��n
� ���

where eF �n�m� is the total number of all unstable pro�les� If we choose
pro�les at random from the uniform distribution� then� of course� KF �n�m�
and LF �n�m� have meanings of the probabilities to obtain a manipulable or
unstable pro�le� respectively�

De�nition � We say that a social choice rule F is asymptotically strategy	

proof for m alternatives if KF �n�m�� � as n�� and asymptotically fool	

proof for m alternatives if LF �n�m�� � as n���

Of course� KF �n�m� � LF �n�m�� and asymptotic fool�proofness implies
asymptotic strategy�proofness� The two concepts� as we will show later�
coincide for the plurality rule for m � 
 alternatives� But for the plurality
it is much easier to count unstable pro�les� that is why this concept is so
important�

�� The Plurality Rule� Manipulable Versus Unstable
Pro�les�

We say that a pro�le R � L�Im�n has the type 	k�� � � � � km�� where k� �
k� � � � � � km� if there is a permutation a�� � � � � am of the alternatives from
Im such that the score of ai is ki�
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Proposition � A pro�le is unstable for the plurality rule if and only if it is

of the type 	k�� � � � � km�� where k� � k� � ��

Proof� If k� � k� � 
� i�e�� the alternative a� has the score which is greater
by at least 
 than the score of the alternative a�� then no one agent can make
a� a winner or make the scores of a� and a� equal� On the other hand� if the
di�erence in scores of a� and a� is less than or equal to �� the result of these
elections may be changed by any agent who had a� as her �rst preference� �

We will refer to the pro�les speci�ed in Proposition � as to the pro�les
of class A� when k� � k�� to the pro�les of class B� when k� � k� � �� and to
the pro�les of class C� when k� � k� � ��

Proposition � A pro�le of the type 	k�� � � � � km� of class A is always manip	

ulable for the plurality rule unless for some � � s � m we have k� � � � � �
ks � n�s�

Proof� Clearly the condition k� � � � � � ks � n�s� in case s � m� implies
ks�� � � � � � km � �� It is easy to check that the pro�les satisfying the above
condition are not manipulable� Suppose that for a pro�le R this condition
does not hold� Then for some � � s � m we have k� � � � � � ks � ks�� �� ��
Then the alternatives a�� � � � � as get equal score which is maximal� Thus the
set of alternatives fa�� � � � � asg will be chosen� Let us consider an agent whose
�rst preference is as��� Suppose that a� is her best alternative among the
chosen ones� Then she can manipulate by pretending that a� is her �rst
preference� swapping it with as��� This will make a� the sole winner to her
advantage� �

Proposition � Let R be a pro�le of the type 	k�� � � � � km� of class B and

k� � k� � � � � � ks � ks��� Suppose that the score of the alternative ai is
ki� Then R is manipulable for the plurality rule if and only if there exist two

di
erent numbers i � � and s � j � � such ki �� � and ajRia��

Proof� The agents whose �rst preference is a� cannot manipulate� An agent�
whose �rst preference is ai� i � �� is in a position to manipulate if ajRia� for
some j �� i such that � � j � s� She might declare that her top alternative
is aj instead of ai in which case it will also be chosen together with a�� This
is to her advantage� �
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Proposition � Let R be a pro�le of the type 	k�� � � � � km� of class B� Then

it is manipulable for the plurality rule with probability not smaller then � 	
�m	����t� where t � k� � � � �� km�

Proof� Assuming k� � k� � � � � � ks � ks��� suppose that nobody can
manipulate in such a way that a� is selected together with a�� Then the
pro�le must satisfy the following property� each agent� whose �rst preference
is di�erent from a� and a�� prefers a� to a�� This occurs with probability ���t�
where t � k� � � � � � km� The probability that nobody can manipulate in
such a way that aj is selected for � � j � s is not greater than ���t for each
j� Since s � m	 �� the proposition is proved� �

Proposition � A pro�le of class C is never manipulable�

Proof� If the di�erence in scores of a� and a� is exactly �� then the only way
in which the result may be changed is that an agent who voted for a� makes
the scores of a� and a� equal by placing a� �rst� Clearly this is not to her
advantage and hence it is not a manipulation� �

Lemma � There exists a positive real number � � � such that the proba	

bility for a random pro�le R to be of the type 	k�� � � � � km�� with km � �n�
exponentially decreases as n���

Proof� The number of all possible allocations of �rst preferences is mn� The
number of all allocations of �rst preferences in such a way that at least one
alternative receives less than or equal to s � �n �rst preferences can be
estimated as being less than or equal to

m

�
�m	 ��n �

�
n

�

�
�m	 ��n�� � 
 
 
�

�
n

s

�
�m	 ��n�s

�
�

Thus the probability to get such a pro�le is bounded above by the number
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m
�
�	 �

m

�n
�nh��� � m

��
�	 �

m

�
�h���

�n
�

where h�x� � 	x log� x	 ��	 x� log���	 x� is the enthropy function� Here
we are using the following well�known formula �see any textbook on error�
correcting codes� e�g�� 	���

�nX
i��

�
n

i

�
� ��	 �������	 ���������n������nh��� �� � o���� � �
�

It implies that for some constant C� which depends only on ��

�nX
i��

�
n

i

�
� Cp

n
�nh���� ���

where the symbol � as usual means that the ratio of the two quantities
approaches unity� This gives us the inequality

�nX
i��

�
n

i

�
� �nh����

which is true for su�ciently large n� Now we have to choose � so that�
�	 �

m

�
�h��� � ��

This is possible since h���� � as �� �� The lemma is proved� �

It follows now that in our considerations we can discard those pro�les
	k�� � � � � km�� where km grows slower than a linear function of n� This makes
all pro�les of class B manipulable with probability approaching �� As to
pro�les of class A� all nonmanipulable types of pro�les� but one� are now
discarded� But this only exception is not negligible at all� Among all pro�les�
the pro�les of the type 	k� k� � � � � k�� where k � n�m �of course� this happens
only when n is a multiple of m�� are the most numerous� The total number
of such pro�les will be

M�n�m� �
n�

��n�m���m
�

By the Stirling formula

n� �
p
��n

�
n

e

�n
�� � o���� ���

�



we estimate the ratio of the number of such pro�les upon the total number
of pro�les to be

M�n�m�

mn
�

n�

mn��n�m���m
� mm�����n���m����� � O

	
n��m�����



� ��

Let us compute the number N�n�m� of pro�les of the type

	k��� k��� k� � � � � k� k	��� k � n�m� ���

We obtain

N�n�m� �
n�

��k�������k��m���k	���
�

k�k	��

�k����
M�n�m� �

��	 
x � o�x��M�n�m��

where x � ��k � m�n� In a similar way we �nd that the number of pro�les
of the type

	k��� k��� k� � � � � k� k	�� ���

will be K�n�m� � �� 	 ��x � o�x��M�n�m�� Since K�n�m� � N�n�m� �
M�n�m�� we have more pro�les of the types ��� and ��� altogether than
that of the type 	k� k� � � � � k�� Thus we proved that� even in case when n is
a multiple of m� there are more manipulable pro�les of type A than non�
manipulable ones�

Let us also consider the type of pro�les 	k�� � � � � km� of class C di�erent
from the type 	k�� � � � � km� for which k� � � � � � km � k� 	 �� We put
in a correspondence to it the type 		�� � � � � 	m� such that �� 	� � k�	�� ��
	s � ks��� where s is the smallest number greater than � such that ks�� � ks�

� 	i � ki for i �� � and i �� s� The new pro�le will be of class B� We note
that the latter type is more numerous since the distribution is more uniform�

Now consider the type 	k�� � � � � km� for which k� � � � � � km � k� 	 �� It
exists only when n � � �mod m�� for which case the type 	k� k� � � � � k� does
not exist and all pro�les of class A are manipulable� Thus we may put in a
correspondence to it the class 	k�� � � � � km� with k� � � � � � km � k� 	 � �
k� 	 �� which is of class A� Thus we proved that we have more manipulable
pro�les than non�manipulable� Hence we have proved�

Theorem � For the plurality rule� when m � 
 and n � �� at least half

of all unstable pro�les are manipulable� For the plurality rule asymptotic

strategy	proofness and asymptotic fool	proofness are equivalent� �
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�� The Plurality Rule� Main Results�

In this section we prove�

Theorem � For any number of alternatives m � � the plurality rule P is

asymptotically fool	proof and asymptotically strategy	proof� Moreover� there

are constants dm and Dm� which depend only on m but not on n� such that

dmp
n
� KP �n�m� � LP �n�m� � Dmp

n
���

with dm � � for m � 
�

Proof� We will prove that for m � � there are constants cm and Cm� which
depend only on m but not on n� such that

cmp
n
� LP �n�m� � Cmp

n
� ����

the full statement will then follow from Theorem � with dm � cm�� and
Dm � Cm�

�From what has been said in the previous section� it follows that in order
to classify a pro�le as unstable we need only the information about its top
line� i�e�� the information about the �rst preferences of agents� Thus� for the
purpose of this section� it is convenient to reduce a pro�le to the string of its
�rst preferences� Then the formulae for the index of manipulability and the
index of instability must be amended accordingly� Since the total number of
pro�les will now be mn� this number should replace �m��n in ��� and ����

The case of m � � alternatives is always a special case� when we deal
with manipulability� In this case� as it follows from Propositions �� 
 and ��
for the plurality rule we do not have any manipulable pro�les at all �and so
d� � ��� Unstable pro�les do not have any irregularities for m � �� For an
even n they will be of the types 	n��� n��� and 	n�� � �� n��	 ��� and for an
odd n they will be of the type 		n������ 	n����� where 	x� denotes the integer
part of x� Thus

e�n� �� �

��

	

n
n��



� �

	
n

n����



� n even�

�
	

n
	n��




� n odd

�



which� according to the Stirling formula �
�� gives

�np
n
� e�n� �� � 


�np
n
�

�p
n
� L�n� �� � 
p

n
� ����

This will be the basis for an inductive proof of ����� Suppose that for m � 

the constants cm�� and Cm�� exist such that

cm��p
n
� LP �n�m	�� � Cm��p

n
� ����

The idea is that for an unstable pro�le removing one of the alternatives with
the lowest score� which is less than or equal to n�m� must give us an unstable
pro�le on the remaining m	� alternatives�

Let a � Im be an alternative� We note that for k � n

Pk � Prob fscore�a��kg �
kX
i��

�
n

k

�
�m	��n�k

mn
� �� ��
�

We also note that� since at least one alternative has its score lower than or
equal to n�m� it is true that Pn�m � ��m�

Since the lowest score must be smaller than n�m� by ���� and ��
� we
have

LP �n�m� �
mX
a��

n�mX
k��

Prob fscore�a��kgLP �n	k�m	��

� mCm��

n�mX
k��

Prob fscore�a��kg �p
n	 k

� m���

p
m	 �

Cm��Pn�m
�p
n

� m���

p
m	 �

Cm��
�p
n

�
Cmp
n
�

To prove the lower bound� we single out one alternative� say a� and notice
that� if score�a� � n�m� then a pro�le is unstable if and only if it remains
unstable after removing a� Thus

eP �n�m� �
n�mX
k��

�
n

k

�
eP �n	k�m	���

��



and hence by ����

LP �n�m� � cm��

n�mX
k��

�
n

k

�
�m	��n�k

mn
p
n	k � cm��Pn�m

�p
n
� cm��

m

�p
n

�
cmp
n
�

The induction is therefore completed� �

	� The Run
o� Procedure

To determine the winner according to the run�o� procedure� �rst the sim�
ple majority rule is used� i�e�� an alternative which score is greater than n��
will be chosen� If such an alternative does not exist� the two alternatives
with best scores are taken �if the scores of the second and the third best
alternatives are equal� then a certain tie�breaking procedure must be used��
Thus in the �rst round two alternatives are chosen and only they participate
in the second and �nal round� Assuming that the preferences of the agents
in relation to these two alternatives do not change� the simple majority rule
is applied to determine the winner among the two remaining alternatives
�again it could be neccessary to break a tie�� It is normally assumed that
the tie�breaking procedure works as follows� if there is a choice between two
or several alternatives of Im with equal scores� then the preferences of the
�rst voter are followed� We will not specify which tie�breaking procedure is
used because� no matter what it is� we are unable to describe all manipulable
pro�les as we did for the plurality� Instead� we will describe a class of pro�
�les which contains all manipulable pro�les under all possible tie�breaking
arrangements�

We start with some general comments� As usual� when we talk about a
pro�le of the type 	k�� � � � � km�� we mean that the alternative ai gets ki �rst
preferences� We identify the following three situations which could lead to
instability or even to manipulability of a pro�le�

�� For an even n� the pro�le belongs to a type 	k�� � � � � km�� where k� � n���
in this case any agent� whose �rst preference is not a�� can prevent
elections going to the second round �where some even nastier candidate
will win� by changing her �rst preference in favour of a��

�� The pro�le is of the type 	k�� � � � � km�� where k� � k�� or k� � k� ��� or
k� � k� � �� In this case there is a potential possibility to manipulate
with the decision which alternatives will proceed to the second round�

��




� The alternatives a� and a� win the �rst round and in the second round
they have equal scores or their scores di�er by just one vote or just by
two votes�

Let us note that there can be no manipulation in the second round� thus
we have only the two �rst situations that could lead to manipulability of a
pro�le� It is interesting to note that in the second case even the situation�
when k� � k� � � can now be manipulable� Also� no more than

	
m
�



pairs

of alternatives may appear in the second round and the same number of
retricted pro�les may occur� Since each of them is unstable with probability�
which is O���

p
n�� this gives us O���

p
n� of unstable pro�les which fall under

the third situation� Hence this source of instability is benign�

The main working concept will be now introduced�

De�nition � Any pro�le which falls under the situations � or � is called

potentially manipulable�

The good news is that� the probability of the �rst situation to occur is
negligible� This will be a consequence of the following lemma in which we
will prove even stronger result which will be need further�

Lemma � There exists a real number � � 
 � ��� such that the probability

for a random pro�le to be of the type 	k�� � � � � km� with k� � 
n is exponentially

small� when n���

Proof� In other words we have to prove that the probability that the best
score is greater than or equal to 
n is exponentially small� Since�

n

n��

�
�

�np
n
�

the probability for a random pro�le to be of the type 	k�� � � � � km� with k� � 
n
can be estimated as follows�

mX
a��

nX
k��n

Prob fscore�a��kg � m
nX

k��n

�
n

k

�
�m	 ��n�k

mn
�

mn��	 
�

�
n

n��

�
�m	 ��n�����

mn
� C

p
n
�n�m	 ��n�����

mn

��



� C
p
n

�
��m	�������

m

�n
�

The function

u�x� �
��m	����x

m
�

is continuous and decreasing� For m � 
 we have u����� � �
p
m	��m � ��

Hence the number 
 � ��� exists such that u�
� � �� This gives us the
number sought for� �

By K �

R�n�m� we denote the total number of all potentially manipulable
pro�les for the run�o� procedure with m alternatives and n voters�

Lemma � For any number of alternatives m � 
 there are constants � �
cm � Cm� which depend only on m but not on n� such that the number of po	

tentially manipulable pro�les for the run	o
 procedure satis�es the inequality

cmp
n
� K �

R�n�m� � Cmp
n
� ����

Proof� As in the proof of Theorem � we will use induction on m� Suppose
m � 
� The highest score must be greater than n�
 but� due to Lemma �� it
can be considered as smaller than 
n for some 
 � ���� Thus� by ��
� and
���� we have

K �

R�n� 
� �
�X

a��

�nX
k�n��

Prob fscore�a��kgLP �n	k� ���

where LP �n� �� is the number of unstable pro�les for the plurality in case of
two alternatives� Thus due to ����

K �

R�n� 
� � 

�nX

k�n��

Prob fscore�a��kg �p
n	 k

� 

�P�n 	 P���n�p

n	 
n
� 
p

�	 


�p
n

�
C�p
n
�

Also� if we �x a certain alternative a and consider those potentially manip�
ulable pro�les where a has the largest score� we will get the lower bound�

K �

R�n� 
� �
nX

k�n��

Prob fscore�a��kgLP �n	k� ��

�




�
�p
n

�
� nX
k�n��

Prob fscore�a��kg
�
A � �



p
n

�
c�p
n
�

The sum in the bracket on the right�hand�side is greater than ��
 because
one of the alternatives always gets a score greater than or equal to n�
�

The induction now can be completed as in the proof of Theorem �� �

Theorem � For any number of alternatives m � 
 the run	o
 procedure is

asymptotically fool	proof and asymptotically strategy	proof with the number

of all unstable pro�les LR�n�m� and the number of all manipulable pro�les

KR�n�m� being in the order of O ���
p
n��

Proof� The case m � � is the same as for the plurality� For m � 
 all
unstable pro�les are either potentially manipulable or belong to the group
of pro�les which fall under the third situation� The number of pro�les in
each group is in the order of O ���

p
n� so the same is true for the number of

unstable pro�les� Thus KR�n�m� � LR�n�m� � O ���
p
n���

Finally we will suggest an example showing that not all rules are asymp�
totically strategy�proof�

Example � Let us de�ne the following �odd� rule� For a pro�le R� let us
de�ne Fn�R� to be the set of all alternatives with the highest odd score� For

this rule all pro�les are unstable and the rule is not asymptotically strategy	

proof�

Sketch of the proof� For half of the pro�les the highest score is even� Let us
consider one of such pro�les� Let a� be an alternative with the highest score
which is even� Any agent who has a� as her �rst preference can manipulate
by pretending that a� is not her �rst preference but the alternative whith
the lowest score instead� By doing this she will achieve that a� is included
in the choice set� This works for the pro�les of all types except the type
	n�k� n�k� � � � � n�k�� But the probability of such pro�les go to zero� �

�� Conclusion�

The asymptotic strategy�proofness of the plurality and the run�o� proce�
dure is a strong indication that all �natural� social choice rules are asymp�
totically strategy�proof� Nevertheless what �natural� means is yet to be

��



established� It is also quite clear that the slow speed of convergence� in the
order of ��

p
n for the plurality and the run�o� �and also for the majoritarian

compromise 	���� might be a consequence of some unknown property which
de�nes the class of �natural� rules�

The concepts of asymptotic strategy�proofness and asymptotic fool�proof�
ness are likely to be equivalent for most� if not all� rules but asymptotic
fool�proofness seems to be a useful tool in investigating asymptotic strategy�
proofness since it is much easier in some cases to count unstable pro�les
rather than manipulable ones�
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